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Description
Often times there is the problem that a team works together on a project and another person jumps in. Now he checks out the main
repository but does not have all submodules. He changes the index typoscript template where all static templates from the
extensions are included and since he does not have all of them locally, he removed some without any notice. Then the project is
broken.
Before saving the typoscript template, there should be a check if the static templates in the list do really exist and if not, a flash
message should be shown that a static template has been removed.
This does affect ALL TYPO3 versions of course and should be backported until 4.5!!!
History
#1 - 2014-12-14 19:03 - Alexander Opitz
- Status changed from New to Needs Feedback
Hi,
does the problem still exists within newer versions of TYPO3 CMS (6.2.9)?
#2 - 2015-06-15 10:22 - Alexander Opitz
- Status changed from Needs Feedback to Closed
No feedback within the last 90 days => closing this issue.
If you think that this is the wrong decision or experience this issue again, then please write to the mailing list typo3.teams.bugs with issue number and
an explanation or open a new ticket and add a relation to this ticket number.
#3 - 2015-06-15 13:44 - Simon Schaufelberger
- Status changed from Closed to New
yes of course, this does still exist!
#4 - 2015-07-19 10:34 - Georg Ringer
- Status changed from New to Rejected
the template record is just a normal record and this "bug" is there for any record. furthermore it would be hard to distinguish between entries which
have been removed on purpose and the one which are not.
#5 - 2015-07-19 23:41 - Simon Schaufelberger
Even if the template is removed on purpose, there should still be a flash message that the template was removed. Please reopen this ticket!
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